Most existing object detection methods rely on the availability of abundant labelled training samples per class and offline model training in a batch mode. These requirements substantially limit their scalability to open-ended accommodation of novel classes with limited labelled training data. We present a study aiming to go beyond these limitations by considering the Incremental Few-Shot Detection (iFSD) problem setting, where new classes must be registered incrementally (without revisiting base classes) and with few examples. To this end we propose OpeNended Centre nEt (ONCE), a detector designed for incrementally learning to detect novel class objects with few examples. This is achieved by an elegant adaptation of the CentreNet detector to the few-shot learning scenario, and meta-learning a class-specific code generator model for registering novel classes. ONCE fully respects the incremental learning paradigm, with novel class registration requiring only a single forward pass of few-shot training samples, and no access to base classes -thus making it suitable for deployment on embedded devices. Extensive experiments conducted on both the standard object detection and fashion landmark detection tasks show the feasibility of iFSD for the first time, opening an interesting and very important line of research.
Introduction
Despite the success of deep convolutional neural networks (CNNs) [21, 24, 45, 49] in object detection [43, 42, 30, 28] , most existing models can be only trained offline via a lengthy process of many iterations in a batch setting. Under this setting, all the target classes are known, each class has a large number of annotated training samples, and all training images are used for training. This annotation cost and training complexity severely restricts the potential for these methods to grow and accommodate new classes online. Such a missing capability is required in robotics applications [32, 1] , when the detector is running on embedded devices, or simply to scale up to addressing the long tail of object categories to recognise [31] . In contrast, humans learn new concepts such as object classes incrementally without forgetting previously learned knowledge [14] , and often requiring only a few visual examples per class [36, 3] . Motivated by the vision of closing this gap between state-of-the-art object detection and human-level intelligence, a couple of very recent studies [53, 22] proposed methods for few-shot object detector learning.
Nonetheless, both methods [53, 22] are fundamentally unscalable to real-world deployments in open-ended or robotic learning settings, due to lacking the capability of incremental learning of novel concepts from a data stream over time. Specifically, they have to perform a costly training/updating of the detection model using the data of both old (base) and new (novel) classes together, whenever a novel class should be added. Consequently, while they successfully reduce annotation requirements, these models essentially reduce to the conventional batch learning paradigm. This leads to a prohibitively expensive quadratic computation cost in number of categories in an incremental scenario, and also raises issues in data privacy over time [9, 40] . Meanwhile, storage and compute requirements prohibit on-device deployment in robotic scenarios where a robot might want to incrementally register objects encountered in the world for future detection [32, 1] .
To overcome the aforementioned limitation, we study a very practical learning setting -Incremental Few-Shot Detection (iFSD). The iFSD setting is defined by: (1) The detection model can be pre-trained in advance on a set of base classes each with abundant training samples available -it makes sense to use existing annotated datasets to bootstrap a model [32] . Conventional object detection methods are unsuited to the proposed setting due to the intrinsic need for batch learning on large datasets as discussed earlier. An obvious idea is to fine-tune the trained model with novel class training data. However without revisiting old data (batch setting) this causes a dramatic degradation in performance for existing categories due to the catastrophic forgetting challenge [14] . The state-of-the-art few-shot object detection methods [53, 22] suffer from the same problem too, if denied access to the base (old) class training data and adapted sequentially to novel classes (see the evaluations in Table 2 ).
In this work, as the first step towards the proposed incremental few-shot object detection problem in the context of deep neural networks, we introduce OpeN-ended Centre nEt (ONCE). The model is built upon the recently proposed CentreNet [56] , which was originally designed for conventional batch learning of object detection. We take a feature-based knowledge transfer strategy, decomposing CentreNet into class-generic and class-specific components for enabling incremental few-shot learning. More specifically, ONCE uses the abundant base class training data to first train a class-generic feature extractor. This is followed by meta-learning a class-specific code generator with simulated few-shot learning tasks. Once trained, given a handful of images of a novel object class, the meta-trained class code generator elegantly enables the ONCE detector to incrementally learn the novel class in an efficient feed-forward manner during the meta-testing stage (novel class registration). This is achieved without requiring access to base class data or iterative updating. Compared with [22, 53] , ONCE better fits the iFSD setting in that its performance is insensitive to the arrival order and choice of novel classes. This is due to not using softmax-based classification but per-class thresholding in decision making. Importantly, since each class-specific code is generated independent of other classes, ONCE is intrinsically able to maintain the detection performance of the base classes and any novel classes registered so far.
We make three contributions in this work: (1) We investigate the heavily understudied Incremental Few-Shot Detection problem, which is crucial to many real-world applications. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first attempt to reduce the reliance of a deeply-learned object detector on batch training with large base class datasets during few-shot enrolment of novel classes, unlike recent few-shot detection alternatives [22, 53] . (2) We formulate a novel OpeN-ended Centre nEt (ONCE) by adapting the recent CentreNet detector to the incremental few-shot scenario. (3) We perform extensive experiments on both standard object detection (COCO [29] , PASCAL VOC [12] ) and fashion landmark detection (DeepFashion2 [15] ) tasks. The results show ONCE's significant performance advantage over existing alternatives.
Related Work
Object detection Existing deep object detection models fall generally into two categories: (1) Two-stage detectors [19, 18, 43, 20, 8] , (2) One-stage detectors [30, 41, 42, 28, 56, 57, 25] . While usually being superior in detection performance, the two-stage methods are less efficient than the one-stage ones due to the need for object region inference (and subsequent classification from the set of object proposals). Typically, both approaches assume a large set of training images per class and need to train the detector in an offline batch mode. This restricts their usability and scalability when novel classes must be added on the fly during model deployment. Despite being non-incremental, they can serve as the detection backbone of a few-shot detector. Our ONCE method is based on the one-stage CentreNet [56] which is chosen because of its efficiency and competitive detection accuracy, as well as the fact that it can be easily decomposed into class-generic and specific parts for adaptation to the Incremental Few-Shot Detection problem.
Few-shot learning
For image recognition, efficiently accommodating novel classes on the fly is widely studied under the name of few-shot learning (FSL) [51, 38, 34, 13, 46, 48, 5] . Assuming abundant labelled examples of a set of base classes, FSL methods aim to metalearn a data-efficient learning strategy that subsequently allows novel classes to be learned from very limited perclass examples. A large body of FSL work has investigated how to learn from such scarce data without overfitting [34, 44, 6, 26, 7, 17, 47, 55, 50, 27, 39, 11, 16] . Nonetheless, these FSL works usually focus on classification of whole images, or well cropped object images. This is much simpler than object detection as object instances do not need to be separated from diverse background clutter, or localised in space and scale. In this work we extend few-shot classification to the more challenging object detection task.
Few-shot object detection and beyond A few recent works have attempted to exploit few-shot learning techniques for object detection [53, 22, 23] . However, these differ significantly from ours in that they consider a nonincremental learning setting, which restricts dramatically their scalability and applicability in scenarios where access to either large-scale base class data is prohibitive. This is the case for example, due to limited computational resources and/or data privacy issues. We therefore consider the more practical incremental few-shot learning setting, eliminating the infeasible requirement of repeatedly training the model on the large-scale base class training data 1 . While this more challenging scenario inevitably lead to inferior performance compared to non-incremental learning, as shown in our experiments, it is more representative of natural human learning capabilities and thus provides a good research target with great application potential once solved.
There are other techniques that aim to minimise the amount of data labelling for object detection such as weakly supervised learning [4, 10] and zero-shot learning [58, 37, 2] . They assume different forms of training data and prior knowledge, and conceptually are complementary to our iFSD problem setting. They can thus be combined when there are multiple input sources available (e.g., unlabelled data or semantic class descriptor).
Methodology
Problem Definition We consider the problem of Incremental Few-Shot Detection (iFSD): obtaining a learner able to incrementally recognise novel classes using only a few labelled examples per class. We consider two disjoint object class sets: the base classes used to bootstrap the system, which are assumed to come with abundant labelled data; and the novel classes which are sparsely annotated, and to be enrolled incrementally. That is, in a computationally efficient way, and without revisiting the base class data.
Object Detection Architecture
To successfully learn object detection from sparsely annotated novel classes, we wish to build upon an effective architecture, and exploit knowledge transfer from base classes already learned by this architecture.
However, the selection of the base object detection architecture cannot be arbitrary given that we need to adapt the detection model to novel classes on-the-fly. For example, while Faster R-CNN [43] is a common selection and provides strong performance given large scale annotation, it is less flexible to accommodate novel classes due to a two-stage design and the use of softmax-based classification.
In this work, we build upon the recently developed object detection model CentreNet [56] based on several considerations: (1) It is a highly-efficient one-stage object detection pipeline with better speed-accuracy trade-off than alternatives such as SSD [30] , RetinaNet [28] , and YOLO [41, 42] . (2) Importantly, it follows a class-specific modelling paradigm, which allows easy and efficient introduction of novel classes in a plug-in manner. Indeed, the core feature of CentreNet, the per-class heatmap-based centroid 1 Some works have studied incremental learning of object detectors [35] . However, they do not tackle the few shot regime.
locator h(·) Figure 1 : Overview of Centre-Net. A backbone network, which can be implemented with resolution-reducing blocks followed by upsampling operations, generates feature maps (top). These feature maps are further processed by a small CNN (the object locator) and transformed into a set of per-class heatmaps encoding the object box centre points and its size (bottom).
prediction is naturally appropriate for incremental learning as required in our setting.
A Review of the CentreNet Model
The key idea of CentreNet is to reformulate object detection as a point+attribute regression problem. It is inspired by keypoint detection methods [33, 52] , taking a similar spirit to [25, 57] without the need for point grouping and postprocessing. The architecture of CentreNet is depicted in Fig. 1 . Specifically, as the name suggests, CentreNet takes the centre point and the spatial size (i.e. the width & height) of an object bounding box as the regression target. Both are represented with 2D heatmaps, generated according to the ground-truth annotation. In training, the model is optimised to predict such heatmaps, supervised by an L 1 regression loss. For model details, we refer the readers to the original paper due to space limit.
Remarks It is worth mentioning that this keypoint estimation based formulation for object detection not only eliminates the need for region proposal generation, but also enables object location and size prediction in a common format by predicting corresponding pixel-wise aligned heatmaps. For few-shot object detection in particular, a key merit of CentreNet is that each individual class maintains its own prediction heatmap and makes independent detection by activation thresholding. We show next how to exploit this property of CentreNet in order to support incremental enrolment of novel classes in an order-free and combination-insensitive manner, without interference between old & new classes. This is in contrast to the softmax Class code generator g(·)
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Output (decoded bounding boxes from heatmaps) (2) Stage II: episodic metatraining is performed with the weights of the feature extractor being frozen, allowing the class code generator to learn how to generate a class-specific code from a small per-class support set such that the model can generalise well to unseen novel classes (right). The base classes are used as fake novel classes in meta-training. It is noted that ONCE can also be applied for other detection problems, e.g., fashion landmark localisation.
classification used in existing models [53, 22] where interactions between classes make this vision hard to achieve.
Incremental Few-shot Object Detection
As CentreNet is a batch learning model, it is unsuited for iFSD. We address this problem by incorporating a metalearning strategy [51, 44] to CentreNet architecture, which results in the proposed OpeN-ended Centre nEt (ONCE).
Model formulation ONCE starts by decomposing Cen-treNet into two components: (i) feature extractor, which is shared by all the base and novel classes, and (ii) object locator, which contains class-specific parameters for each individual class to be detected. Specifically, feature extractor takes as input an image, and outputs a 3D feature map. Then, the object locator analyses the feature map with a class-specific code used as convolutional kernel and yields the object detection result for that class in form of a heatmap.
In a standard extractor/locator decomposition of Cen-treNet, the object locator still needs to be trained in batch mode, and with large scale training data. In ONCE, we further paramaterise the object locator by a meta-learned generator network, where the generator network synthesises the parameters of the locator network (i.e., the class-specific convolutional kernel weights) given a few-shot support set. In this way, we transform the conventional batch-mode detector learning problem (second CNN in Fig. 1 , indicated with the tag "object locator") into a feed-forward pass of the parameter generator meta-network (class code genera-tor in Fig. 2 ). To achieve this, we perform meta-learning to train the class code generator to solve few-shot detector learning tasks via weight synthesis given a support set (resulting in the green and orange class-specific object locators in Fig. 2 ).
Meta-Training: Learning a Few-Shot Detector
To fully exploit the base classes with rich training data, we train ONCE in two sequential stages. In the first stage, we train the class-agnostic feature extractor on the base-class training data. This feature extractor is then fixed in subsequent steps as per other few-shot strategies [48] . In the second stage, we learn few-shot object-detection by jointly training the object locator, which is conditioned on a classspecific code; along with a meta-network that generates it given a support set. This is performed by episodic training that simulates few-shot episodes that will be encountered during deployment. In the following sections we describe the training process in more detail.
Meta-Testing: Enrolling New Classes
At test time, given a support set of novel classes each with a few labelled bounding boxes, we directly deploy the trained feature extractor, object locator, and code generator learned during meta-training above. The meta-network generates object-specific weights from the support-set (few-shot) and the object locator uses these to detect objects in the test images. This means that novel class objects are detected in test images in a feed forward manner, without model training and/or adaptation.
Stage I: Feature Extractor Learning
We aim to learn a class-agnostic feature extractor f in ONCE. This can be simply realised by standard supervised learning with bound-box level supervision on the base classes, similarly to the original CentreNet [56] . Concretely, we perform keypoint detection and train the detection model (including both feature extractor f (·) and object locator h(·)) by heatmap regression loss. In this stage we train a complete feature extractor and object locator pipeline, although the objective of this stage is solely to learn a robust feature extractor f (·). The locator learned in this stage is a regular CentreNet locator, which will be discarded in stage II, but will be used at the test time for the base classes.
Given a training image I ∈ R h×w×3 of height h and width w, we extract a class-agnostic feature map m = f (I), m ∈ R h r × w r ×c . The object locator then detects objects of each class k by processing the feature map with a learned class convolutional kernel c k ∈ R 1×1×c , where r is the output stride and c the number of feature channels. We then obtain the heatmap prediction Y k ∈ R h r × w r for class k as:
where denotes the convolutional operation, and K b denotes the number of base classes.
For locating the object instances of class k, we start by identifying local peaks P k = {(x i , y i )} n i=1 , which are the points whose activation value is higher or equal to its 8connected spatial neighbours in Y k . The bounding box prediction is inferred as
where (δx i , δy i ) = O xi,yi is the offset prediction, O ∈ R h r × w r ×2 , and (h i , w i ) = S xi,yi is the size prediction, S ∈ R h r × w r ×2 , generated by the offset and size codes in the same fashion as the class codes. Given the ground-truth bounding boxes and this prediction, we use the L 1 regression loss for model optimisation on the parameters of feature extractor f and parameters c of locator h. In practice, the feature extractor model is implemented with the ResNet-based backbone of [52] .
Stage II: Class Code Generator Learning
The class code parameters c learned for detection above are fixed parameters for base-classes only. To deal with the iFSD setting, besides these base-class codes we need an inductive class code generator g(·) that can efficiently synthesise class codes for novel classes on the fly during deployment, given only a few labelled samples. To train the class code generator g(·), we exploit an episodic metalearning strategy [51] . This uses the base class data to sample a large number of few-shot tasks, thus simulating the test-time requirement of few-shot learning of new tasks. While episodic meta-learning is widely used in few-shot recognition, we customise a strategy for detection here.
Specifically, we define an iFSD task T as uniform distribution over possible class label sets L, each with one or a few unique classes. To form an episode to compute gradients and train the class code generator g(·), we start by sampling a class label set L from T (e.g., L = {person, bottle, · · · }). With L, we sample a support (metatraining) set S and a query (meta-validation) set Q. Both S and Q are labelled samples of the classes in L.
In the forward pass, the support set S is used for generating a class code for each sampled class k as:
where S k are the support samples of class k. With these codes {c k }, our method then performs object detection for query images I by using the feature extractor (Eq. (4)) and object locator (Eq. (5)):
ONCE is then trained to minimise the mean prediction error on Q by updating solely the parameters of the code generator (cf. Eq. (3)). Same as CentreNet, L 1 loss is used as the objective function in this stage, defined as |Ỹ − Z| where Z is the ground-truth heatmap.
Meta Testing: Enrolling New Classes
Given the feature extractor (f , trained in Stage I), the code generator (g, trained in stage II), and the object locator (h, Eq. (1) 
Architecture
For the feature extractor function f , we start from a strong and simple baseline architecture [52] that uses ResNet [21] as backbone. This architecture consists of an encoderdecoder pair that first extracts a low resolution 3D map and then expands it by means of learnable upsampling convolutions, outputting high resolution feature maps f (I) for an input image I. We leverage the same backbone for the class code generator (without the upsampling operations). Before meta-training (stage II), the class code generator weights are initialised by cloning the weights of the encoder part of the feature extractor. The final convolution outputs are globally pooled to form the class codes c k , giving a code size of 256 2 . To handle support sets with variable size, we adopt the invariant set representation of [54] by average pooling of the class code generator outputs for every image I k,s i in S k . The code and trained model will be released.
Experiments

Non-Incremental Few-Shot Detection
We start the experimental section with an important contextual experiment. We evaluated the performance of ONCE in the non-incremental setting as studied in [22, 53] . In particular, we use COCO [29] , a popular object detection benchmark, covering 80 object classes from which 20 are left-out to be used as novel classes. These meta-testing classes happen to be the 20 categories covered by the PAS-CAL VOC dataset [12] . The remaining 60 classes in COCO serve as base classes. For model training, we used 10 shots per novel class along with all the base class training data. The results on COCO in Table 1 show that, while not directly comparable due to using different detection backbones and/or data split, ONCE approaches the performance of the two state-of-the-art models [22, 53] . We continue our experimental analysis hereafter with the incremental setting, which happens to be much more challenging and not trivially tackled with previous methods [22, 53] .
Incremental Few-Shot Object Detection
Experimental setup For evaluating iFSD, we followed the evaluation setup of [22, 53] but with the key differences that the base class training data is not accessible during meta-testing, and incremental update for novel classes is required. In particular, the widely used object detection benchmarks COCO [29] and PASCAL VOC [12] are used. As mentioned before, COCO covers 80 object classes including all 20 classes in PASCAL VOC. We treated the 20 VOC/COCO shared object classes as novel classes, and the remaining 60 classes in COCO serve as base classes. This leads to two dataset splits: same-dataset on COCO and cross-dataset with 60 COCO classes as base.
For the same-dataset evaluation on COCO, we used the train images of base classes for model meta-training. In each episode, we randomly sampled 32 tasks, each of which consisted of a 3-class detection problem, and for which each class had 5 annotated bounding boxes per-class. Larger learning tasks may be beneficial for performance but requiring more GPU memory in training, thus not possible with the resources at our disposal. For meta-testing, we randomly sampled a support set from the training split of all 20 novel classes. To enrol these 20 novel classes to the model, we consider two settings: incremental batch, or continuous incremental learning. In the incremental batch setting, all 20 novel classes are added at once with a single model update. In the continual incremental learning setting, the 20 novel classes are added one by one with 20 models updates. We evaluated few-shot detection learning with k ∈ {1, 5, 10}) bounding boxes annotated for each novel class. In practice, we used the same support sets of novel classes as [22] for enabling a direct comparison between incremental learning and non-incremental learning (the data split used in [53] is not publicly available). We then evaluated the model performance on the validation set of the novel classes.
For the cross-dataset evaluation from COCO to VOC, we used the same setup and train/test data partitions as above, except that the model was evaluated on the PASCAL VOC 2007 test set. That is, the meta-training support/query sets were drawn from COCO, while meta-testing was performed using VOC training data for few-shot detector learning, and VOC testing data for evaluation. Competitors We compared our ONCE method with several alternatives: (1) The standard Fine-Tuning method, (2) a popular meta-learning method MAML (the first-order variant) [13, 34] , and (3) a state-of-the-art (non-incremental) few-shot object detection method Feature-Reweight [22] . In particular, since [22] was originally designed for the nonincremental setting, we adapted it to the iFSD setting based on its publicly released code 3 . We note that Meta R-CNN [22] is adapted to use the same detection backbone (CentreNet) and setting for fair comparison. [53] shares the same formulation as [22] , with the difference of reweighting the regional proposals rather than the whole images. However, without released code we cannot reproduce the Meta R-CNN. All methods are implemented on CentreNet/ResNet50 for both the backbone of the detector network and the code generator meta-networks. Object detection on COCO We first evaluated the incremental batch setting. The results of all the methods are compared in Table 2 . We have several observations: (1)
The standard Fine-Tuning method is not only ineffective for learning from few-shot samples per novel class, but also suffers from catastrophic forgetting (massive base class performance drop), making it unsuited for iFSD.
(2) As a representative meta-learning method 4 , MAML improves slightly the few-shot detection capability over Fine-Tuning. However, without access to the support sets of base (old) classes in iFSD, it is incapable of performing object detection for base classes. After all, MAML is not designed for incremental learning.
(3) Feature-Reweight, similarly to Fine-Tuning, suffers from catastrophic forgetting when used in the incremental setting. It is inferior to our method for most test time. 4 Note that there are many more recent FSL methods [6, 26, 7, 17, 47, 55, 50, 27, 39, 11, 16] that produce better performance on image classification tasks than MAML. However, they are designed for classification only and cannot be easily adapted for the object detection task here. metrics, with a slight edge on novel class detection for the 10-shot experiment. This occurs, at the cost of intensive optimisation in testing time, which is not ideal in many practical scenarios. (4) ONCE achieves the best performance on most experiments for both novel and base classes simultaneously. The improvements over baselines are more significant with fewer shots. In particular, by class-specific detector learning ONCE keeps the performance on base classes unchanged, naturally solving the learning without forgetting challenge. 5 (5) While the absolute performance on novel classes is still low, this is a new and extremely challenging problem, for which ONCE provides a promising first solution without requiring test-time optimisation. Some qualitative results are shown in Fig. 3 .
We also evaluated the continuous incremental learning setting: novel classes are added one at a time. We reported the all-classes accuracy. In this test, we excluded MAML since it is not designed for iFSD with no capability of detecting base class objects. The results in Fig. 4 forgetting as more classes are added. These results validate our ONCE's ability to add new classes on-the-fly.
Object detection transfer from COCO to VOC. We evaluated iFSD in a cross-dataset setting from COCO to VOC. We considered the incremental batch setting, and reported the novel class performance since there are no base class images in VOC. The results in Table 3 show that: (1) The same relative results are obtained as in Table 2 , confirming that the performance advantages of our model transfers to a test domain different from the training one. (2) Higher performance is obtained on VOC by all methods compared to COCO. This makes sense as COCO images are more challenging and unconstrained than those in VOC.
Few-Shot Fashion Landmark Detection
Experimental setup.
Besides object detection, we further evaluated our method for fashion landmark detection on the DeepFashion2 benchmark [15] . This dataset has 801K clothing items from 13 categories. A single clothing category contains 8∼19 landmark classes, giving a total of 294 classes. This forms a two-level hierarchical semantic structure, which is not presented in the COCO/VOC dataset.
Each image, captured either in commercial shopping stores or in-the-wild consumer scenarios, presents one or multiple clothing items. In each episode of iFSD training, we randomly sampled 1 task each with k-shot annotated landmarks per class and a total of 5 landmark classes, with k ∈ {1, 5, 10}. We used the val set for model selection, i.e. selecting the final model based on the validation accuracy. To avoid overfitting to the training clothing categories, we randomly sampled 5 out of all the available (8∼19) landmark classes in each episode. This is made possible by the class-specific modelling nature of ONCE, while [22, 53] cannot do this. In meta-testing, we randomly sampled a support set from the original training set of novel landmark classes (part of the iFSD test set), including k ∈ {1, 5, 10} bounding boxes annotated for each novel landmark class, and used it for model learning. We tested the model performance on the original testing set of novel landmark classes (part of the iFSD test set). We repeated the test process 100 times and report the average.
Competitors.
In this controlled test, we compared ONCE with the Fine-Tuning baseline. Other methods for few-shot object detection (i.e., [22, 53] ) are not trivially adaptable for this task due to its hierarchical semantic structure. Indeed, the inter-class independence obtained by adopting CentreNet as detection backbone, and our proposed few-shot detection framework allows for such general applicability of ONCE.
Evaluation results.
We evaluated the incremental batch setting and reported the novel class performance. The results in Table 4 show that ONCE consistently and significantly outperforms Fine-Tuning. This suggests that our model is better at transferring the landmark appearance information from base classes to novel classes, even when only as little as one shot training example is available for learning. due to not having to perform iterative optimisation during meta-test. Note that the absolute accuracy achieved on this task is much higher than the object detection tasks ( Table 4 vs. Tables 2&3). This is due to the fact that all classes are clothing landmarks so there is much more transferable knowledge from base to novel classes. An example of one-shot landmark detection by ONCE is shown in Fig. 5 . It can be seen that the model can detect landmarks accurately after seeing them only once. 
Conclusion
We have investigated the challenging yet practical incremental few-shot object detection problem. Our proposed ONCE provides a promising initial solution to this problem. Critically, ONCE is capable of incrementally registering novel classes with few examples in a feed-forward manner, without revisiting the base class training data. It yields superior performance over a number of alternatives on both object and landmark detection tasks in the incremental fewshot setting. Our work is evidence of the need for further efforts towards solving more effectively the iFSD problem.
